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We believe in KINGMAKING - Our goal is to help clients be their best self in every project through 
constant support. We’ll listen to their needs, understand their goals, and ensure all stakeholders’ needs 
are met.

We rely on EXPERTISE - Led by industry professionals, our team is well-prepared for every job before 
they ever walk on site. We know where to go, what to do, and purposely keep the project timeline in the 
forefront to avoid delays.

We guide our industry with LEADERSHIP - Our service is ahead of the curve, giving us a unique 
opportunity to transform what’s possible for plants, manufacturing facilities, warehouses, and 
commercial projects.

Company Values

Our name, AsBuilt, means exactly what it says;
dra�ing an “as-built” plan of a facility as it currently stands. Before 3D reality capture, engineers would 
depend on drawings to get facility dimensions, which at one point, may have been very accurate. But a�er 
years of additions and changes, the drawings don’t reflect the true nature of the build. The only thing 
worse than outdated drawings is NO drawings, leaving engineers to estimate manually with the human eye 
and a tape measure.

We saw this issue as a catch 22. Projects were still required to be accurate, cost-effective, and timely with 
no real starting point. Understanding the immense stress placed on project leaders, our goal is to relieve 
that stress and replace it with confidence. While most industrial companies are apprehensive to do
something new, we connect with the forward thinking leaders and engineers that know there's a better
way, even if they don't know what it is, yet.

Long story, short–we want engineers to LOVE what they do again. We want them to walk into their next 
review excited about the progress and confident in the output. We want to be their first email before 
starting a project. Once they engage us, we’ll do whatever it takes to get them from an idea to completion.

It’s time to retire the dependence on drawings for projects that require true accuracy. We want to lead 
the industry to a world where planning with 3D visualization is mainstream in every architecture firm, 
construction site, and industrial setting.

Vision:

Mission:
To give project leaders the leverage they need to crush retrofit projects.

Who We Are



For the period ending 07/01/21 our EMR was 0.59 
For the period ending 07/01/22 our EMR was 0.54

AsBuilt, as a division of Acensium, LLC, holds safety as a guiding principle.  New hires are required to 
complete over 80 hours of safety training as a function of their probationary period.  Safety topics are 
presented and reviewed once per week.  Job Safety Briefings are conducted before the start of each 
shift and anytime conditions on a job site change.  

AsBuilt is subject to audit by several compliance firms including Browz, ISNetworld, and Avetta. AsBuilt 
is able to accommodate the individual needs of each of our clients' safety audit and supplier 
requirements. 

AsBuilt works hard to preserve a low EMR, making sure our people come home safe everyday.

Asbuilt is headquartered in Fort Myers, Florida.  Administrative, Engineering, and Project Management 
functions are led from this office.  Reality Capture Technicians are located across the Southeast, with 
several deploying out of the Fort Myers, Florida area.  This positioning of technicians allows quick 
response time by vehicle or air to nearly any Owner’s site in the United States.  Additional regional offices 
are planned in 2023 as demand grows for AsBuilt’s services.

Safety

Background and History

AsBuilt is a division of the parent company, Acensium, LLC, a Florida Limited Liability
Company.  Acensium was first incorporated in Colorado in 2003, relocating and reorganizing 
to Florida in 2010.

Acensium is a mechanical engineering firm specializing in boutique design projects in power generation. 
Recognized as a world leader in engineered flow control transfer chutes for bulk material handling 
systems, it was imperative for Acensium to develop a workflow and methodology for capturing accurate 
asbuilt drawings to serve as a foundation for their retrofit projects.  

Building off of a generic laser scan and model workflow, Acensium forged its robust approach to 
capturing reality in heavy industry and presenting it internally for design and externally to Owners for use 
in project collaboration.  Adoption of this workflow was immediate and Owners began requesting reality 
capture and 3D visualization for project collaboration beyond Acensium’s captive projects.  From these 
requests, a new division, AsBuilt, was born.

Since 2010, Acensium, and now AsBuilt, have collected over 1,000,000 laser scans, amassing over 500 
terabytes of raw data.  We have modeled over 10,000,000 objects, with our largest model containing over 
167,000 objects alone.  There is no project too large for our experts to handle.

Organization
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AsBuilt is positioned to dominate the Reality Capture marketplace.  We would like to count you as a client 
and a partner in this adventure.  Contact us today to learn more or schedule your first engagement.

Insurance

AsBuilt provides industry qualifying insurance with the following limits:

General Liability....................................

Automobile................................................

Umbrella..................................................

Workman’s Compensation....................................

Professional Liability................................

Pricing

AsBuilt was created with simplicity in mind. As-builting project time frames and costing should be 
predictable and consistent.  By analyzing over 400 as-built projects completed by Acensium, AsBuilt was 
able to devise a pricing methodology that met corporate profitability goals, while delivering best in class 
pricing for services.

Contact us to get per day pricing on your project. We can estimate nearly any project from satellite 
views, photos, and/or sketches.  A typical, ten minute conversation will yield enough data for a hard 
proposal.

Our prices are inclusive of travel time, travel cost, capture equipment, and all post processing required.  
Our typical scan project is completed without color and at a resolution high enough to perform LOD 400 
or even 500 modeling.
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